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Words from
THE DIRECTOR

From the bottom of my heart, thank you.

Carolina Fajar

Dear friends and supporters, 

2021 was an exceptional year in regards to COVID-19 ebbs 
and flows we need to adapt to and the opportunities to do 
more for animal welfare in Indonesia. In this annual 
report, we are sharing with you information about our 
activities throughout this past year. Highlights are:

#LAITNRNETWORK, our TNR program, has successfully spayed
and neutered a total of 515 cats and 2 dogs in Bekasi, Depok,
Parung, and Semarang with the funding assistance from
Neighborhood Cats, a leading US-based cat rescue
organization  
Since our inception, Let's Adopt Indonesia has successfully
rehomed 75 cats and 147 dogs into their forever homes
We launched a new program called "LAI Veterinary Assistance
Program" that offers medical assistance for strays or animals
in need. This new program helped 22 cats and 3 dogs this
year.
Together with Kitabisa.com and generous donation from our
donors, we helped the flood victims by providing medical
assistance and safe refuge for their pets.
We were invited as a speaker to talk in a webinar and an
online discussion to further speak about animal welfare issues
in Indonesia
Collaborating with Kitabisa.com, we launched
#KURSIRODAHEWANGRATIS (Free Wheelchair for Animals)
Program for cats and dogs with disability. By the end of 2021,
we helped 3 dogs and 6 cats to regain their mobility using
custom-made wheelchairs.
Let's Adopt Indonesia became the subject of an
undergraduate thesis and a publication.

All of the accomplishments were made possible because of
your philantropic support throughout the year.

On behalf of Yayasan Adopsi Hewan Indonesia Board and
staff, we thank you so much for your continued belief in
us. We have been sincerely humbled by, and tremendously
grateful for, your generous support. We also extend our
sincere thanks to our clinic partners and friends for
making it all possible. 
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LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA has been actively organizing low cost, high 
quality spay and neuter surgeries for both pets and strays alike to tackle 
overpopulation problems in Indonesia. It is also Let's Adopt Indonesia's 
longest running program since it was first done in 2018 in Jakarta. 
Positive public response for both programs grow quite a lot as people 
began to realize the importance of spay-neuter procedure for both their 
pets and the strays that live alongside them.

1,152 cats and 62 dogs were successfully desexed in 2021, rounding up 
the totals to 3,145 cats and 212 dogs spayed/neutered since 2018.

SPAY & NEUTER
PROGRAM
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LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA successfully wrap up 6 consecutive TNR 
projects in 2021 alone, as well as providing spay-neuter assistance for 2 
individuals in need through #LAITNRNETWORK.

#LAITNRNETWORK is created to help communities, rescuers, sponsors 
and even clinics can connect and work together for the sake of animal 
welfare in Indonesia, focusing on TNR as the network's main cause as 
overpopulation is still the main issue that many rescuers had to face.

#LAITNRNETWORK
PROGRAM

With the help of sponsors and clinics, we reach out to communities or 
rescuers to offer TNR assistance by providing all the medical help. The 
communities would be in charge of being the ground team; capturing - 
caring - releasing the cats that they targeted. 

We also offer education and information to these communities so they 
can grow and become more independent in the future. Through this 
project, we successfully spay and neuter 515 cats and 2 dogs! 



#LAITNRNETWORK CIKUNIR 
Cikunir, West Java
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#LAITNRNETWORK's pilot project was held on Cikunir Wet Market, 
Bekasi. We worked with Leo n Vets Clinic, Rojas Clinic and Koneng Cat 
House Community (Bekasi) to complete 2 TNR Projects from December 
2020 to April 2021 and successfully spay and neuter a total of 124 cats 
in Cikunir Wet Market and it's surrounding area. We also give medical 
attention to cats that were found in bad condition.

We received funding from Neighborhood Cats, a leading US-based TNR 
organization who took interest in our activities, for these TNR projects. 
We also received help in a form of food for the cats from Happy Pet 
Indonesia, a German-based pet food company.
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Working with volunteers from Rumah Steril (Depok), Leo n Vets Clinic 
and Sobat Satwa Clinic, we completed #LAITNRNETWORK's biggest TNR 
project this year. From May 2021 to December 2021, 3 TNR projects were 
done in Beji Village. We managed to spay and neuter a total of 371 cats 
from these TNR projects alone.

The cats were also given rabies vaccinations to help reduce the threat of 
rabies in Indonesia. These projects were funded by Neighborhood Cats 
and donations made by our supporters through Kitabisa.com 
crowdfunding site. Happy Pet Indonesia supported us once again 
through cat food donation for the captured cats.

#LAITNRNETWORK DEPOK
Depok, West Java



#LAITNRNETWORK SEMARANG
Semarang, Central Java
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#LAITNRNETWORK's first project outside Jakarta area, albeit a smaller
one compared to the other two. We worked with a colony caretaker in
Semarang and Happy Petty Clinic to spay and neuter a total of 18 cats
from May to July 2021, helping the caretaker to finally desex all of the
remaining members of her stray colony.

This particular project was done in batches due to the limited size of the
group involved and was fully funded by a donation made by Let's Adopt
Indonesia's Twitter follower and another donation made by an
anonymous person.
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#LAITNRNETWORK SPAY - NEUTER ASSISTANCE
Individual spay-neuter assistance 

One of the Spay-Neuter Assistance recipients and her beloved pets.
Parung, West Java

#LAITNRNETWORK's also offers spay-neuter assistance for people in
need to ensure that these dedicated pet owners wouldn't have to be
burdened by unwanted breeding. We helped 2 individuals, a colony
caretaker and a pet owner, to spay and neuter 2 cats and 2 dogs. 



CHARLIE
Charlie was returned to us when his
first adopter had to move into an
apartment with strict rules against
pets. He stayed with one of our
dedicated foster volunteer for 4
months before finally meeting his
new family in East Java.

ARMANI
Armani had been waiting to be
adopted since he was first rescued
in 2017. All of his siblings and his
mother were all adopted out before
him. He was confirmed to be FIV+ a
few weeks before a kind soul saw
him and decided to adopt him no
matter what.
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ADOPTION
STORIES
From the year 2011 to 2021, LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA had successfully 
rehomed 75 cats and 147 dogs into their forever homes. Since 2020, we 
decided to limit the number of rescue that we can carry out, as we do not 
have a shelter, and focus our activities in TNR and giving out medical 
assistance for strays in need. In 2021, a total of 10 cats - 1 from failed 
adoption and 1 senior with FIV - found their new families. 
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SOREN
Soren was a resident stray who
frequent a clinic. One day, he came
back in horrible condition,
disfigured by either acidic
substance or boiling water. He
received surgery for his bad eye
and intensive care since the burn
covered half of his upper body. He
was later adopted by a Facebook
follower who fell in love with
Soren's charm.

THOMAS
A touching case came from Thomas,
an older male Persian who was
found wandering the street right
after the 2021 Bekasi Flood
subsided. Both of his eyes were
gone due to illness and his
condition was horrid. No one knows
how he managed to survive the
flood alone in the dark. Thomas
recovered from his ordeal and was
officially adopted by his rescuer.

8 out of the 10 cats that were adopted out in 2021 came from cases that 
we took on in our new LAI Veterinary Assistance Program. Most of 
them were brought in as a stray in need of medical help, and were lucky 
enough to also find a loving family as well.



2021 BEKASI FLOOD
Flood victims and their pets
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2021 BEKASI FLOOD
RELIEF
The dreaded yearly flood that came to wash out Jakarta and its 
surrounding area on the start of the year came yet again on February 
2021, right in the middle of our Cikunir TNR Project.

Once again, LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA lent a hand to help the victims by 
offering medical assistance and safe refuge for their beloved pets with 
the help of our partner clinic and the donation made by our generous 
followers. We paid for the medical bills of pets that went to Leo n Vets 
Clinic in Bekasi for check-ups, medication and hospitalization after the 
flood. 
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LAI VETERINARY ASSISTANCE
Rescues receiving medical care

LAI VETERINARY
ASSISTANCE
As of 2020, LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA 
offers medical assistance for strays or 
animals in need through our new 
program, collaborating with our 
partner clinic in both Jakarta and 
Bekasi.

The rescues' story can be checked and 
followed publicly through weekly 
updates that we share about their 
progress and current condition on our 
social medias. They will be returned 
back to their initial rescuer after they 
are healthy enough, some were even 
adopted by suitable families. 

As per 2021, 22 cats and 3 dogs in 
need were able to receive medical 
attention and treatment through this 
program.

Boy - Hit and Run Victim, FIV+

Kupom - Spinal Disorder

Sen - Hit and Run Victim
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TWINKLE
Twinkle suffered from a massive
growth on her chest, but her
owner couldn't pay for her
surgery due to a financial crisis
that the family faced during the
pandemic. They reached out to
Let's Adopt Indonesia through a
rescuer friend. Thanks to the
help and donations made for
this program, Twinkle is now a
happy, healthy, tumor-free pup!

HEIDI
Not all case ends with a happy note.
Heidi was a senior cat who was
found in a horrible state. She
suffered from a fatal case of
pyometra, where her infected
womb had already ruptured due to
the pus build-up. She was also
suffering from blood poisoning
from a dead fetus still clinging
inside her. Heidi passed away after
a week of intensive care.
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ANIMAL WELFARE
EDUCATION
LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA believes that education and socialization of 
animal welfare is the best way to help people to understand more about 
the meaning behind our actions. 

Using social media and virtual spaces, we talked about interesting topics 
and useful information about basic animal welfare, such as the benefit of 
vaccinations and spay-neuter, first aid for pets, as well as discussing 
about social problems that most people might encounter while living with 
pet owners or stray animals.

We were also honored to have been chosen as guest speaker in online 
discussions to further speak about animal welfare issues in Indonesia
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The Carimals Webinar :
CARE FOR ANIMALS,
CARE FOR THE FUTURE

Let's Adopt Indonesia was invited to
speak by The Carimals in a webinar
for young audiences who are
interested in learning more about
non-profit organizations that
specializes in animal welfare and
environmental issues.

31 October 2021

PET FRIENDLY CHAT
with @petfriendlyid

We were invited to speak about the
benefit of spay-neuter for pets and
clearing up any myths and
superstitions surrounding this
surgery procedure.

21 July 2021
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PAWCARE : #KURSIRODAHEWANGRATIS
Some of the candidates and their custom wheelchairs

#KURSIRODAHEWANGRATIS
PAWCARE
In 2021, LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA and Kitabisa.com launched LAI PAWCARE : 
#KURSIRODAHEWANGRATIS Program for cats and dogs with disability. 
Candidates of this programs will be given a meticulous medical examinations to 
determine whether they need a wheelchair or not, they are also given 
information regarding the use of pet wheelchair. By the end of 2021, we helped 
3 dogs and 6 cats to regain their mobility using custom-made wheelchairs.

Lego - Spinal Injury

Muzza - Hit and Run Victim

Jingga - Spinal Injury

Bee - Luxating Patella 
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ACE
Ace had never been able to run and
walk like other dogs due to a bone
defect since birth, and his mobility
began to slowly decrease due to his
old age. The wheelchair made for
him was intended to help Ace move
around and train the muscles on his
back legs to avoid atrophy. Sadly,
Ace passed away a few months
after receiving his wheelchair due
to an illness.

BELA
Bela was found with already
unusable back legs, covered in
maggots as a kitten, so no one
really knows what actually
happened to her. Her back legs
atrophied and became stiffer as she
ages, so her owner hoped that this
custom wheelchair will help her to
move about and maybe regain
some movement back into her stiff
back legs.
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LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA
FEATURED

STRATEGI KOMUNIKASI LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA DALAM MENGEDUKASI
PEMILIK HEWAN PELIHARAAN AKAN PENTINGNYA STERILISASI
Thesis by Stefanie Tanaki (2021)
LSPR Communication and Business Institute
LINK : 
http://elibrary.lspr.ac.id/index.php?author=%22Stefanie+Tanaki%22&search=Search

SCIENTIFIC PAPER FEATURE

TNR TO MINIMIZE THE NUMBER OF STRAY CATS/DOGS IN INDONESIA

Presented by Carolina Fajar (18 Dec 2021) 
on 4th International Conference on Education Technology Management
Tokyo, via Zoom

LINK :
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359224992_TNR_to_Minimize
_the_Number_of_Stray_CatsDogs_Population_in_Indonesia

http://elibrary.lspr.ac.id/index.php?author=%22Stefanie+Tanaki%22&search=Search
http://elibrary.lspr.ac.id/index.php?author=%22Stefanie+Tanaki%22&search=Search
http://elibrary.lspr.ac.id/index.php?author=%22Stefanie+Tanaki%22&search=Search
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359224992_TNR_to_Minimize_the_Number_of_Stray_CatsDogs_Population_in_Indonesia
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DATE : 7 January 2021
LINK : https://bisnisasia.co.id/2021/01/07/lets-adopt-indonesia-
tangkap100-kucing-liar-pasar-cikunir-bekasi-ditangkap-dan-disteril/

MEDIA : BISNISASIA.CO.ID

MEDIA FEATURE

Bisnisasia.co.id covered our first TNR Project in Cikunir, Bekasi

https://bisnisasia.co.id/2021/01/07/lets-adopt-indonesia-tangkap100-kucing-liar-pasar-cikunir-bekasi-ditangkap-dan-disteril/
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DATE : January 2021
LINK : https://fajar.co.id/2021/01/07/populasi-kucing-liar-diprediksi-
melebihi-jumlah-penduduk-lai-lakukan-ini/

MEDIA : FAJAR.CO.ID

Fajar.co.id covered our first TNR Project in Cikunir, Bekasi

https://fajar.co.id/2021/01/07/populasi-kucing-liar-diprediksi-melebihi-jumlah-penduduk-lai-lakukan-ini/
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DATE : 18 January 2021
LINK : https://www.fimela.com/fimelahood/read/4454887/lets-adopt-
indonesia-steril-100-kucing-liar-di-pasar-bekasi

MEDIA : FIMELA.COM

Fimela.com covered our first TNR Project in Cikunir, Bekasi

https://www.fimela.com/fimelahood/read/4454887/lets-adopt-indonesia-steril-100-kucing-liar-di-pasar-bekasi
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DATE : 10 February 2021
LINK : https://blog.hobbinity.com/2021/02/10/lets-adopt-indonesia-
komunitas-penyelamat-kucing-dan-anjing/

MEDIA : HOBBINITY WORLD BLOG SPOTLIGHT

Based on our IG Live Talk last year, Hobbinity World summarizes some
important points that people had to consider before getting a pet, as well as
introducing our organization through their blog post.

https://blog.hobbinity.com/2021/02/10/lets-adopt-indonesia-komunitas-penyelamat-kucing-dan-anjing/
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DATE : 16 July 2021
LINK : https://www.vice.com/id/article/4av78d/alasan-ilmiah-pentingnya-
steril-kucing-peliharaan-bagi-manusia-dan-lingkungan

MEDIA : VICE.COM

We were interviewed as one of vice.id's source about the benefits of spay and
neuter for pet cats and how we tackle overpopulation problem with TNR.

https://www.vice.com/id/article/4av78d/alasan-ilmiah-pentingnya-steril-kucing-peliharaan-bagi-manusia-dan-lingkungan
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DATE : 7 September 2021
LINK : https://www.bpjs-kesehatan.go.id/bpjs/arsip/detail/1800

MEDIA : MAJALAH DIGITAL INFO BPJS KESEHATAN EDISI 101

https://www.bpjs-kesehatan.go.id/bpjs/arsip/detail/1800
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FANDOM DONATION PROJECTS
Not only they are loyal to their idols, they also have kind hearts. 
We received donations from idol fans to commemorate birthdays and
important events as a way to show their support towards our cause.

DONATION PROJECTS 
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CRAFT SALE PROJECT
This group of young students
(Anymal.id) decided to dedicate
one of their craft line products,
named "FOR THE PAWS" to support
Let's Adopt Indonesia's TNR
projects

ASKARINA'S BIRTHDAY PROJECT
Ms. Askarina showed her support
by raising fund for our next TNR
project as a part of her birthday
celebration.
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REVENUE   482.752.974

     Individual Donations 306.625.808  

     Grants 176.127.166

DIRECT EXPENSE   296.166.350

     Medical and Treatment Cost 296.166.350  

Income/Loss   186.586.624

OPERATING EXPENSE   86.981.451

     Printing and Office Supplies 1.726.844  

     Postal/Shipping Cost 495.250  

     Communication/Internet 4.338.900  

     Miscellanous 967.830  

     Transportation Cost 18.509.731  

     Consumption Cost 10.441.000  

     Employee Salary 22.000.000  

     Part-Timer Salary 3.700.000  

     Website Design and Maintenance 6.750.880  

     Merchandise 7.685.900  

     Promotion Fee 9.500.000  

     Bank Interest Income -10.684  

     Bank Administration Fee 875.800  

Income/Loss   99.605.173

FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS
LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA, under the name of YAYASAN ADOPSI HEWAN 
INDONESIA, is a registered non profit corporation, qualified to receive tax- 
deductible contributions. This financial summary has been audited by an
independent professional.
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EXPENSES

DONATION
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LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA (LAI) is a registered
non-profit organization in Indonesia, whose
primary mission is to overcome stray
overpopulation problem in Indonesia through
spay-neuter movements, educate the
common folk about animal welfare and to
help animals in need, one at a time. We do
not have a  shelter and therefore we have
limited our rescue activities as per 2020. 

Website       :
Instagram   :
Facebook    :
Twitter        :
LinkedIn     :

letsadoptindonesia.org
@letsadoptindonesia
Let's Adopt! (Indonesia)
@LetsAdoptInd
Let's Adopt Indonesia

ABOUT
LET'S ADOPT INDONESIA

Louis

Utun

Sepat

ThomasEthanArmaniMonokrom

https://letsadoptindonesia.org/
https://www.instagram.com/letsadoptindonesia/
https://www.facebook.com/LetsAdoptIndonesia/
https://twitter.com/letsadoptind
https://www.linkedin.com/company/letsadoptindonesia/

